Beautiful Balkans Adventure

Any baby-boomer from the Illawarra region would have had some contact with a person from
Yugoslavia, particularly if they worked in the Port Kembla Steelworks. Many Yugoslavs had
migrated to the Illawarra in the post World War 2 era, and firmly established themselves in the local
community.
After I decided to do an Adriatic Moto Tours “Beautiful Balkans” tour, I found it easier to explain the
tour was around “the old Yugoslavia”, although Yugoslavia as an entity had only come into being
after World War 1, and ceased to exist after the “Balkans War” from 1992 to 1996.
The tour starts in Slovenia, passes through Croatia into Bosnia & Hercegovina, then into
Montenegro, returning via Croatia and the Adriatic coastline to finish where it started in Slovenia.
The only Yugoslav countries missing from this tour are Serbia and Macedonia.
Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, is the home base of Adriatic Moto Tours, and starting point for
the tour. I arrived on Tuesday 6 September 2016, two days before the tour started, to minimize the
potential impacts of jet lag and lost baggage, and to reacquaint myself with the attractions of this
delightful city. The time was well spent, taking a guided tour of Ljubljana Castle and visiting the
National Museum, the National Gallery and the City of Ljubljana Museum. My travel card receipts
also indicate some time was spent in cafes, restaurants and souvenir shops.

Ljubljana by night
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Day 1 of the tour started with a 2:00pm briefing on Friday afternoon, when I met up with the other
thirteen tour participants, two Yank couples, another Yank and his mate from Canada, two Aussie
couples, another Aussie, and a couple from Brazil. After the briefing, taxis arrived to take us to the
bikes, a collection of four BMW R1200R, three R1200GS, one F800GS and two F700GS. My
F700GS was almost brand new and a distinctive flaming orange colour. I knew I wouldn’t need to
prove it was the fastest bike there because it already looked the part. We did a 40km familiarization
ride around the city outskirts, then returned with the bikes to our hotel and the challenge of the
underground carpark. Dinner that night was in Ljubljana Castle, catching the funicular railway up
and back instead of the steep walk I had taken two days earlier.
Next morning was an early breakfast and 8:00am briefing before setting off. Having the dubious
qualification of being a previous tourist with Adriatic Moto Tours, I was volunteered as Tail-end
Charlie for the first day, and apart from some confusion at the very first intersection, the corner
marker system worked well enough to get us out of the city and onto the open road.
After a reasonably short run on the expressway, we turned off towards the backroads of Slovenia,
a great combination of undulating roads frequently punctuated by 50kph villages. The countryside
was pleasant scenery with lots of forests and very attractive cottages. We had a mid-morning
coffee stop before crossing the border into Croatia, then lunch, more good roads and a refuel
before reaching Plitvice National Park.

Plitvice National Park - note the tourists on the boardwalk, centre left
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Accommodation for the night was the salubrious Hotel Plitvice in the National Park, some 200km
from Ljubljana. We arrived around 2:30pm and changed into casual gear to explore the wonders of
the many waterfalls, 16 lakes and lush flora.
Being a Saturday, there were lots of locals and tourists also taking to the boardwalks to enjoy the
surroundings. Having relinquished my Tail-end Charlie duties, I somehow managed to become
separated from the group just before the rain became torrential, and found myself sheltering
against the side of a park cabin with ten thousand other lost souls.
Fortunately the cabin had a park map painted on one wall, and I was able to identify my most likely
escape route. The rain eased just as a ferry was pulling into the wharf, so I took this as an obvious
omen and embarked on it, arriving reasonably dry at the hotel bar about two mouthfuls after the
others. No getting eaten by the black bears, and negligible loss of happy hour time.
Dinner that night was an excellent serving of Escalope Poljana (I took a photo of the menu), named
after the equally excellent restaurant not far from the hotel, and washed down with several more
equally excellent Croatian beers. The nasty rumour that several of us got lost walking back to the
hotel is not true, our admiration for the scenery simply demanding a much longer short cut.
Next morning was another 8:00am briefing before heading off into the cool and misty Croatian
morning towards Bosnia & Hercegovina. The border control post was still clouded in mist as we
welcomed some new stamps into our passports, and visibility remained poor for quite a few
kilometres until the sun worked it’s magic. The term Balkan is derived from the Turkish word for
“wooded mountain”, but the countryside here was not forested as I had expected, with rolling hills
and sparse vegetation giving fast riding sections and minimal population.

Misty border control post between Croatia and Bosnia & Hercegovina
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This changed after a while, encountering more villages, lots of minarets indicating the muslim
influence, and lots of abandoned houses with collapsed roofs and no glass in the windows. We
even seen an entire village abandoned. I later learned the buildings had been destroyed in the
Balkans War by turning on the gas, allowing it to fill, then igniting it. It’s obvious the people who
lived there had never returned, or never been allowed to return, if indeed they survived the war.
We took a slight detour to see the train used by Marshall Josip Broz “Tito” when he led the Partisan
resistance during World War 2. Apparently Tito was a train buff, and had several trains
commissioned for his official use during his long rule over Yugoslavia, with no expense spared to
cater to his opulent taste in personal transportation.

Standing guard over Tito's Train

Rama Lakes
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After a tasty cheese burek for lunch in Livno, the country became more mountainous and more
vegetated. A stop at a viewing area above Rama Lakes was in order, the lakes being formed after
construction of Rama Dam for hydro-electric power generation in 1968.
Next stop was for afternoon coffee near Jablinica to see a collapsed bridge across the River
Neretva. The site is a memorial to a significant World War 2 battle, when the bridge was
strategically destroyed by Partisan forces resisting the Axis and Chetnik advance.
The bridge was rebuilt after the war, and was blown up (blown down?) to shoot a 1969 movie of
the epic battle. Unfortunately excessive explosive was used in the re-enactment and the shoot was
too smoky to be used in the movie, so the bridge was again rebuilt for another shoot, with the
same smoky result. The scene was eventually filmed using a model bridge in a studio in Prague,
and the destroyed bridge remains destroyed as a tourist attraction.

the bridge, and another train

We refueled outside Orahovica and took the opportunity to don the wet weather gear with respect
to the threatening skies. The rain started about 100 metres down the road, and continued the next
100km into Sarajevo, somewhat cruelling a beautifully scenic ride along rivers and mountain sides
into the capital of Bosnia & Hercegovina.
The rain also made it hard riding, with many pools of water on the road into the city centre and
many foggy motorists (the drivers as well as the cars) appearing to make more effort to avoid the
puddles than avoid the motorcyclists. Fortunately the rain stopped before we did, eventually
reaching our hotel near the “old town” around 5:45pm.
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Dinner that night was in the old town, part of the original Ottoman district, and an alcohol free zone
in respect to the muslim heritage. We later adjourned to a dimly lit coffee bar for a Turkish/Bosnian
style coffee and the obligatory puff or two on a shisha. I tried the apple flavoured tobacco, and
have no doubt I prefer my apples straight off the tree. After the apple scented smoke and the
strong coffee, several of us ventured beyond the alcohol free zone to find a cleansing ale or two,
well deserved after a tiring 420km day.
Day 4 was a rest day in Sarajevo, taking in a mini-bus tour with a local guide who was three years
old during the Balkans War and vividly recalled the Siege of Sarajevo, lasting from Apr 1992 until
Feb 1996, when Bosnian Serb artillery and tanks positioned on the surrounding hills relentlessly
bombarded the city and it’s 500,000+ inhabitants. He could remember his mother boiling old boots
to make soup, and burning the family furniture during the bitterly cold winters. The tour went to the
Tunnel Museum, with a short section remaining of the original tunnel under the airport which
enabled thousands of people to escape, and also enabled provisions and arms to be brought in.

Sarajevo Tunnel Museum, with authentic bullet holes

We passed the Olympic Stadium, site of the 1984 Winter Games, and later went to the Latin
Bridge, site of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, generally considered the
catalyst for World War 1. The guide also pointed out the unusual trifecta of a Christian church
steeple, a mosque minaret and a brewery chimney all located within a 100 metre radius.
Most buildings damaged during the war have been repaired, but several with damage remain as a
reminder of the inhumanity of those recent times. There were also markings on pavements that
identified where three or more people had been killed during the shelling. The name Sarajevo is
thought to be derived from the Turkish word for palace, but I felt it was struggling to live up to that
standard, which is understandable considering it’s recent history. Indeed it’s long history has been
a mix of turbulent upheavals and peaceful co-existence. Certainly an interesting and intriguing city.
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Latin Bridge and Museum – site of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand

The next day was again cool and misty as we made our way out of Sarajevo through the early
morning traffic. A nice ride beside a river gave way to more hilly country, then into mountains and
lots of short tunnels heading towards Mostar.

One of the numerous short tunnels
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By mid morning the countryside had opened up into long sweeping bends, then up, down and
around mountains with only cows, dogs and goats on the road to interrupt the riding pleasure.
We also stopped at a monument in Sutjeska National Park, the site of another heroic battle in
World War 2 when German forces failed in their attempt to destroy the Partisan resistance, despite
wounding Marshal Tito. This battle is also commemorated in a Jugoslav film, although Wikipedia is
silent on whether any bridges were harmed in making the film.

World War 2 monument in Sutjeska National Park

and one of the even more numerous sweeping bends around the mountains
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In the middle of nowhere we came across a town with a thermal power station and open cut coal
mine on a large flat plateau, then more long sweeping bends and sparse vegetation before
descending down a mountainside to the oasis of Blagaj and lunch.
By this time the cool morning temperature was a distant memory, with the bikes thermometers
hovering around 30⁰C ambient. No wonder there were envious glances from our group at the
people splashing around in the Buna River exiting from the base of the mountain.
All this would have been visible from the Middle Ages fortress of Herceg Stjepan located on a
mountain above the river source.

Blagaj oasis, with Buna River appearing from the base of the mountain

After lunch it was a short ride into Mostar, and this time the thunder, lightning and rain started just
after we reached the hotel, avoiding the need for wet weather gear but curtailing our intentions for
an afternoon walk down to the famed Mostar Bridge (Stari Most). Fortunately the storm passed
before we walked into town for dinner that evening, crossing over the bridge along the way.
Mostar Bridge was originally constructed in 1566, and at that time was the widest man-made arch
in the world. It was destroyed during the Balkan War but rebuilt after the war using traditional
materials and techniques, and donations from around the world.
Stari Most Diving is an annual competition dating back to 1664, when locals and tourists alike jump
or dive into the Neretva River. We went to the bridge early next morning to get some daylight
photos, but didn’t see any divers practicing.
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Stari Most (Mostar Bridge)

The tour itinerary promised great riding between Mostar and Zabljak, and it didn’t disappoint. We
found ourselves sweeping around mountains and alongside streams, with variable road surfaces
but a thoroughly enjoyable ride, apart from the partisan cows planting their landmines in the middle
of the road.

on the road again
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The border crossing into Montenegro proved to be the most exasperating of the tour. I was toward
the rear of our group and had pulled up beside the control booth when a tour guide from a mini-bus
reached past me and handed about a dozen passports to the border guard. The tour guide and the
guard chatted and laughed as the passports were meticulously inspected, scanned, stamped and
probably X-Rayed for hidden microchips on how to make nuclear weapons. Finally it was my turn,
and I passed with flying colours. What I didn’t realise was that my tour group thought I was the
reason for the hold-up, and were speculating on what misdemeanours were against my name to
attract such attention. Thanks a lot.
It was worth the border hassles to get into Montenegro. A new road with good surface and long
sweeping bends and beautiful valley scenery helped make up the time lost at the border, until an
approaching thunderstorm forced an early stop for lunch at a roadside café while the storm
passed.
After lunch, we rode over yet another mountain pass, through a number of unlit tunnels, some with
hair-pin bends inside, and along a rough, narrow road with spectacular scenery to Durmitor
National Park for afternoon coffee, before more similar roads brought us to the outskirts of Zabljak.
The rain returned several kilometres from our ski-lodge hotel, but the damage was minimal and
soon forgotten over several beers before dinner.

part of the road through Durmitor National Park

The rain cleared overnight but a few misty clouds remained to enhance the view from a scenic
lookout only a few kilometres from the hotel. We returned via Zabljek to more sweeping bends,
roads up, down and around mountains and more short, unlit tunnels, all this with minimal traffic to
upset the rhythm.
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Andrew from Canada trying to get a better look

Coffee stop that morning was at the Tara River Bridge, where several of our more adventurous
tourists experienced the thrill of a zip-line ride. Tara River Canyon is one of the deepest river
canyons in the world, and the Tara River is used for championship white water rafting
competitions, making for spectacular scenery occasionally visible from the road.

Tara River Bridge, with the zip line at left
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This bridge was also blown up by the Partisans in World War 2 to delay the Axis advance, but
fortunately escaped damage while used in filming the movie “Force 10 from Navarone”.
Traffic became denser as we approached Podgorica, the capital and largest city in Montenegro,
and also known as Titograd from 1946 to 1992. We skirted around the city, heading towards lunch
at Virpazar on the shore of Lake Skadar.
On the way into town we passed the ruins of an old fortress, with a power transmission pylon stuck
on one end of the foundations, an unimaginable sight in most European countries where historical
sites are sacrosanct. We had a late lunch at a touristy restaurant, just across the river from yet
another World War 2 monument, and within sight of another old fortress on a nearby hill.
The good roads continued after lunch, over several mountains towards the coast and our overnight
stop at Budva. On the way we stopped to see the island of Sveti Stefan, now an exclusive tourist
resort and considered by many to be the most attractive town on the Adriatic coast, before
continuing on to our own “Queen of Montenegro” hotel.

Capturing the beauty of Budva

Taxis took us into the restaurant at a marina near the Stari Grad, or old town, and near a host of
expensive looking motor yachts. Apparently most were owned by the Russian newly rich, for whom
Budva is a popular resort. Later we strolled through the very pleasant old town, with it’s many
historic buildings, restaurants, cafes and souvenir shops.
Day 8 would take us back into Croatia, but not before a great road into the mountains to visit
Lovcen National Park and the Njegos Mausoleum, dedicated to Petar 2 Petrovic Njegos, a ruler in
the early 19th century, although better known and revered as a poet and author.
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on the road out of Budva

From the carpark we could see a number of steps leading up to what appeared to be a doorway
into the mountain. The doorway turned out to be the entrance to a stairway tunnel through part of
the mountain, with even more steps after the tunnel leading to the mausoleum. The guide book
said there were 421 steps in all, but no one had bothered to count so I’m prepared to believe it. On
a hot day in riding gear it felt more like a thousand!

421 steps later – the Njegos Mausoleum
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The view from the mausoleum was expansive, and we could see our route down the other side of
the mountain. What we couldn’t see were the several groups of motorbikes and cyclists coming
towards us along the sometimes very, very narrow road.

and the road out
Away from the National Park there were more great roads to Kotor, a well preserved medieval city
with an impressive fortified wall and unique architecture only a few metres from a modern looking
marina and berth for passenger liners.

on the way to church
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After a pizza lunch in the old town, we caught a smallish boat to Our Lady of the Rocks church on
an island in the bay.
According to legend, the island was formed over the centuries by local seamen who laid a rock in
the bay each time they returned from a successful voyage, honouring a pledge made after finding
an icon of the Madonna and Child on a rock in the bay in 1452. Over time the island was formed,
and the present church was erected in 1632. The rock-laying tradition is still held on July 22 each
year, the anniversary of the icon discovery.

a GPS screen is worth a thousand words

After Kotor there were more good roads before the border crossing into Croatia, with less hassles
than when entering Montenegro, then more traffic as we worked our way along the coast to the
magical city of Dubrovnik. As we approached we could see that classic outline of the walled city so
common on tourist brochures, but couldn’t stop as the vantage point was inaccessible to traffic
coming from our direction.
We did stop at another viewing point but it just wasn’t the same. We reached the hotel around
6:00pm, and caught taxis to a restaurant just outside the old town walls. After dinner, a walk
around the old town was inevitable, even though the following day was a rest day and we knew
we’d be doing it all again.
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enjoying dinner at Dubrovnik

Dubrovnik by night, with a fraction of the daytime crowds
The rest day dawned cool and raining, so most had a lazy morning hoping the weather forecast
had it right and the rain would stop. This eventuated about mid-day so several of us caught a bus
into the old town, wandering around on the city walls and exploring the numerous back streets and
alleys we had spied the previous night. I caught a bus back to the hotel late in the afternoon, then
went back in again that evening with the Yank and Canadian for dinner and a few drinks. I had
been to Dubrovnik in 1977 yet still felt mesmerized by the history, the splendor, the workmanship
and the sheer effort that had gone into the construction of the town and walls.
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walking the walls of Dubrovnik
We were on the road again next morning after an 8:00am briefing, but first stop was the vantage
point to take that classic photo. After that we continued up the coast on good roads but much
heavier traffic. Ston was the venue for a coffee stop, and we arrived just as a running event along
the city’s defensive walls was finishing. The city walls were almost 1 km long, but there were also 5
km of defensive walls straddling a hill and extending to “Little Ston” on the other side of the hill. The
area was a salt producing region, and we were told the profit from this valuable commodity trade
paid for construction of the defensive walls in less than two years. Another web site states the
walls were constructed over a period of 200 years, so creative accounting is nothing new.

that classic scene, photo bombed by a bunch of bikers
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Ston defensive walls

We crossed quickly through Bosnia and Hercegovina’s only sea frontage, a 9km stretch where we
had to show passports on entry but not on exit, and didn’t get any new stamps to remember this
slight inconvenience. The plan for lunch at Drvenik was to position some of our bikes in the parking
lanes for the ferry to Hvar Island (to be first on hence first off and avoid the slower traffic), then
have a casual lunch while waiting for the ferry to arrive. Unfortunately the ferry captain wasn’t (or
maybe was) aware of our plans, arriving 25 minutes early and turning our casual lunch into a very
rushed affair. Cars, trucks and caravans started boarding first, and the ferry attendants held some
of us back to be almost last on, filling up the gaps between cars at the rear of the ferry.

filling in the gaps at the rear of the ferry
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To top this off, the disembarking plans were also thrown into confusion. After Plan A was shot to
pieces by the early ferry, Plan B was to have a coffee break while the slow traffic from the ferry got
away. Unfortunately some of us went to the wrong coffee shop and others took off goodness
knows where, and the early ferry probably cost us a one hour time penalty overall.
Hvar Island is a narrow island about 90 kilometres long, with the main town of Hvar located on the
opposite end of the island to the ferry terminal. The road connecting these two points is also
narrow and winding, a fun ride with little traffic. We arrived at Hvar around 5:00pm, and that night
were taken in a smallish boat to a restaurant several kilometres back along the coastline. Not a lot
of kilometres, but sufficient to allow the weather to turn nasty, with wind, dark clouds, rough water
and lightning bolts welcoming us to a landing near the restaurant.

and then the weather turned nasty

Inevitably the restaurant featured an outdoor setting with rattan roof and open sides, but the meal
was most enjoyable, accompanied by local wines and a grappa tasting. Taxis were a sensible
option for the return trip, arriving back at the hotel later than usual but next day was a rest day so
no one seemed to mind.
After a late breakfast I took a stroll along the coastal walkway into Hvar town centre, a very pretty
place with a large harbour, lots of fancy yachts and motorboats, a large Piazza, and the imposing
Fortress Spanjol on the hill above town. The fortress was accessed by a zig-zag pathway, so I had
a break at the zigs and took photos at the zags while the effects of the grappa wore off. I found
most of the tour group were already at the fortress, so after having a good look around and more
photos we meandered back into town for a light lunch.
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Fortress Spanjol dominating Hvar town

Being a rest day, three of us decided to go for a ride, and we retraced some roads and found some
good riding roads around the hilly terrain, with many stone fences where the area had been farmed
in previous times, and many cyclists punishing themselves for their poor taste in transport options. I
later discovered we would be riding these “new roads” out of town the next day. My fuel warning
light had been on for a while so I discovered even more new roads in search of a petrol station,
venturing into the non-tourist area of town and thankful for the GPS fitted to all bikes.

good roads around the hills of Hvar, and abandoned lavender fields
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After a 40 minute ride along the “new roads” of the previous day, Day 12 included a two hour ferry
trip from Stari Grad to Split on the mainland. No strategic plans this time. We lined up near the ferry
as cars, buses, trucks and caravans drove off, and were first on, only to be positioned two wide
along the inside wall of the ferry, where the rest of the traffic effectively hemmed us in and gave us
no hope of an early getaway. At least we had lunch on board to compensate for the slow crossing.
Split is a the second largest city in Croatia but we didn’t stop to look around, instead proceeding
around the winding coastal road for a while then moving inland across long flat sections before
rejoining the coast and crossing a bridge to Pag Island.

why I found a reverse gear on the bike

This island is around 60 kilometres long, and had some pleasant riding sections to reach our hotel
at Novalja 40km from the bridge. The island is famous for Pag cheese, so our guides had a
selection of local cheese and wines waiting at the hotel reception after the bikes had been put
away for the night. A good way to finish the day’s riding, and a good appetizer before walking into
town for dinner that night.
Back to the hotel and we spent a couple of hours talking to some Norwegian tourists who were
keen bikers back home. They suggested we should come to Norway to experience their roads,
nominating where we should ride and stay, and even advising the best time to go there. Somehow
it turned into a late night, but I seem to recall that between the cold, the snow, the ice, the wind and
the peak tourist season, there was a 2 week window of opportunity to do some serious riding in
their northern regions.
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Pag Island cheese and wine tasting

Next day was the penultimate day and an 8:30 briefing to catch a ferry back to the mainland. It was
only a short ride over some hills to the ferry port, but the landscape changed dramatically, with
sparse vegetation and lots of farm walls made from the local white rock. The area is notoriously
windy, and we were warned the ferry can be cancelled for several days if conditions aren’t right.
The wind did pick up while on the ferry, and strong gusts cropped up in unexpected places as we
wound our way along the coastline, with numerous more islands not far offshore. There also
appeared to be more touring bikes in this section than we had seen on previous days, despite the
reputation for strong winds and heavy traffic. Maybe they also wondered why were we there?

hoping the ferry arrives before the wind
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We had a late lunch at Opatija and farewelled the coastal roads, with a final 70km overland section
through farmlands to the coastal tourist resort of Rovinj. Dinner would be in the town piazza, so
several of us walked in early to see the sights and do some souvenir shopping with the last of our
Croatian kuna before returning to Slovenia and the euro the following day. Once again there were
many expensive looking yachts and motor launches in the marina and several fancy hotels on the
waterfront, reeking of opulence that our kuna loose change couldn’t comprehend. Still we did our
little bit for the local souvenir industry, and were fortunate the restaurant also accepted euros or it
would have been a dry argument at dinner.

the marina at Rovinj, dominated by the church steeple

The final day was another 8:00 briefing then off retracing our steps along some of the roads we
had come into town on the previous day, then more farmland and good roads. I stopped to take a
photo of a fortress in the distance, unaware it was Motovun Fortress, our next coffee stop and last
stop in Croatia before crossing into Slovenia. After a slight hiccup at the border, something to do
with a pillion walking across the border when she should have ridden across - or maybe it was the
other way round – we made a short visit to Postojna Castle before lunch at a nearby restaurant.
We could tell we were back in Slovenia because the roads were much busier, there was more
agricultural activity, and more small manufacturing businesses. The only suggestion of lagging
behind the times was an old Fosters advertising sign above the men’s toilet in the restaurant.
Fortunately the company policy is no alcohol while riding, so my Australian loyalty wasn’t tested.
After several pleasant deviations through winding forested roads, we found ourselves back on the
highway for the final 30km into Ljubljana, arriving at Adriatic Moto Tours around 3:30pm to a
champagne celebration. My bike recorded a total trip distance of 2,608km, no broken clutch, brake
or gearshift levers, and no scratches on the paintwork. Unfortunately several others couldn’t make
the same boast, but names have been suppressed to avoid retaliation.
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Motovun Fortress

popping the champagne
Taxis returned us to our hotel to clean up for the Last Supper in the old town, where the trip
mileage and maximum speed indicators increased dramatically, the broken levers miraculously
healed themselves, scratches in the paint became artistic enhancements, and everyone generally
had a good time. And so it continued in the bar back at the hotel. A wonderful trip, and many
thanks to all the participants who helped to make it so.

Geoff Roberts
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